
With every Nullarbor Couch purchase, 
no matter how big or small, you will be 
issued with a Lawn Solutions Australia 
Product Warranty Certificate.

This certificate is to ensure that you are receiving  
genuine Nullarbor Couch. 

Contact your accredited Lawn Solutions Australia  
supplier now to find out how quickly you can 
enjoy a brand new Nullarbor Couch lawn. 
Available exclusively through the Lawn Solutions 
Australia network nationwide. 

Did you know?
You’ll be backed 
by our 10-Year
Product Warranty

Australia’s best 
performing 
couch grass

Ideal for home 
lawns, sports or 

commercial projects

DROUGHT RESISTANCE  HIGH

SHADE TOLERANCE  UP TO 25%

WEAR TOLERANCE  VERY HIGH

MAINTENANCE  HIGH

LEAF  FINE

(03) 5561 6486

www.lawnshop.com.au



Nullarbor Couch is suited to a wide range of domestic, 
commercial and sports applications including, high impact  
public areas, parks, golf fairways and tennis courts.

Nullarbor Couch is the couch variety that is best suited  
to your region and is the perfect choice in couch grass.

Our producers have researched, evaluated and trialled 
couch grasses for well over 20 years. When looking to 
choose the right couch to be given the name Nullarbor 
Couch, we look for a good dense cover and rapid 
recovery from wear.

Nullarbor Couch grows best in full sun, and requires 
at least 5-6 hrs of sunlight per day. It is best mown at 
about 15-25 mm height. Apply Lawn Solutions Australia 
recommended fertiliser 2-3 times per year to maintain a 
dense vigorous turf sward.  

Otherwise, Nullarbor Couch maintenance requirements 
(pests, diseases, etc.) are relatively low.

The best couch variety!

Why choose 
Nullarbor Couch? 

Selected by Lawn Solutions Australia as the 
best performing couch for your home lawn, 
sporting surface or commercial project.

Why is Nullarbor 
Couch a great choice?

Australia’s No.1 performing couch grass

Strong horizontal growth habit with   

good tolerance to low mowing

Rapid recovery from damage

Perfect for the domestic lawn, commercial  

project & sporting surface

It provides a good dense cover

Low dormancy meaning an early start to   

growth after winter

Excellent wear tolerance

Good tolerance to broadleaf herbicides 

for weed control

Fine leaf blade & deep green colour 

Comes with a 10-Year Product Warranty




